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tion to the marine environment. These polymers have a certain permeability to gas that can 

facilitate the reduction of the potential damage mechanisms of the life of the steel layers 

located between the pipe and the outer shell of polymer. The destruction mechanisms 

associated with water condensation, therefore, they must be removed.

ent permeability rates. This model is coupled with a calculation that indicate changes in 

pressure and volume of vapors resulting in the annular space. Associated mathematical 

the depth limit of the current work. The rapid development of methods for exploration 

and production in deep waters, registered in the last decade concludes that, once reached 

a record operating in deep water, it is immediately overcome.

 illustration 

3

crude oil production justifying additional costs and risk.
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The most important aspects in production wells located in deep water depths are 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

exploration and production of oil and natural gas, new concepts in deep water systems 

and facilities have emerged to make very deep water projects a reality 

 consists of a large diameter single vertical cylinder supporting 

can extend its use to water depths as great as 7,500 feet. 
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and chain, or can be dynamically positioned using rotating thrusters. Production from 

subsea wells is transported to the surface deck through production risers designed to ac

 ranges from single subsea wells producing to a nearby platform, 

distant production facility. These systems are presently used in water depths greater than 

5,000 feet. 

 consists of a large tanker 

tanker. The shuttle tanker then transports the oil to an onshore facility for further process

areas where a pipeline infrastructure does not exist.

wide.

petroleum engineers, generally, view it as a tool that in some few instances can save time 

very deep water hurdles caused by the close proximity of fracture gradient and pore pres

sure in very deep water 
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space and buoyancy capabilities can be used for storage capacity or topsides processing 

facilities rather than to support thousands of feet of heavy steel pipe.

demonstrates excellent bending capacity while still possessing exceptional strength, mak

A top tensioned riser and hybrid riser tower, in  is a vertically oriented riser 

the risers are allowed to axially translate, or stroke, with respect to the platform motions.

that incorporates buoyancy modules.

ible risers can withstand both vertical and horizontal movement, making them ideal for 
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the required structural capacity without the weight gain.
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bling technology rather than a convenient innovation.

components.

to increasing demands on the performance of pipe components.

rigid steel pipes.

and dynamic applications.

2
O, 

2
, H

2 4

The riser column is a complex construction aimed to ensure the connection between 

the well head and the drilling unit. The functions of this assembly are complex and are 

not limited only to ensure the space necessary for cuttings removal from the well. As the 

water depth increases, the working conditions of this assembly becomes challenging due 

to the complex forces and extreme environmental conditions which are impacting the 

operational mode as well as the stability.

 is presented in the most general description of each of the major layers.

Therefore,

strips. The layers of reinforcement provide resistance to radial loads.
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An interlocking layer made of a stainless steel strip. The casing prevents the collapse 

particles. Quality stainless steel structure is studied in detail, but is outside the scope of  

this paper research.

against and wrapped in pairs. The layers provide resistance to axial loads.

2

in oil and gas operating conditions increasingly severe. This means that attention is turning 

to the design principles applied by the performance characteristics of the materials used 

Pressure polymer layer is an important component in the construction of pipelines to 

.

behavior of mechanical strength, chemical, aging resistance, dimensional stability and 
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 each layer being designed to with

2
 and H

2

corrosion fatigue.

An important aspect which has to be taken in to consideration during this design stage 

is the determination of the optimal weight of the riser column in the water. As a matter 

of fact, the correct assessment of the buoyancy elements and correct positioning of those 

can ensure an optimal stability of the riser column. A neutral position can be obtained 

in order to achieve a reduction of the top tension as this is important for the tensioning 

and this will result in overloading the well head. 

The riser column can be considered a tube with high thickness walls which is impacted 

relations and the result have to comply with acceptable limits of the materials composing 

ing will begin when the

maximum shear stress at a point is equal to the stress at yield when subjected to  

a lot higher than the yield strength in tension.

that “yielding begins when the distortional strain energy density at a point equals to the 

is resulting in a volumetric change and shear in a body is too high, the element will fail. 

This way to look at stress will consider the volumetric change in the body.
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and a cylinder,

both with direction .

ensure the riser column stability for all operational phases, emergency situations included. 

• 

• 

• Environmental conditions in connected mode

structural and dynamic analysis of the riser column if is considered that the operational 

dedicated software, usually installed onboard the drilling units, in order to evaluate the 

vertical deviations of the riser column.

• 

• 
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• The mechanical properties suitable working arrangements.

The very deep water challenges are the high hydrostatic pressure, prediction of riser 

pressure from the enormous weight of mud in the riser.

insulation slows down the process of condensation of vapor in the annular space and thus 

reduce the water content condensed. The amount of water accumulated in the annular steel 

2
 partial pressure of H

2

• 

• 

• 
2 2

• 

• 

• 

• Erosion.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The riser survey demonstrated that riser contractors are actively engaged in design 

and development of a variety of innovative, robust, and competitive new riser systems, 

as well as improving the existing systems.

Riser solutions have evolved to the point that the challenge now is how to select the 

best riser solution for the application

The riser column can be represented as a beam connected at both ends with a spheri

cal articulation. The various axis movement of the drilling platform are compensated 

between the linear weights of the joint in water minus the linear thrust exerted through  

the thrust collar by the buoyancy elements that are dressing it. 
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gravity multiplied by the local column height. The external pressure generated locally by 

generating hoop stress.

the void zone.

The hydrodynamic forces of the waves will impact the riser column on the upper part 

The resistance of the riser column in to the water due to the oscillations is propor

• 

• 

• The cross section of the riser string.

exceeded, the vortex phenomenon occurs, which generate vibrations in combination with 

the wave movement. The transversal vibrations are depending on the value of the tensions 

which are propagating along the riser column.

and, the upper and lower tension.
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system is engineered for each particular application supported by prerequisite analysis, 

A preventive measure is to reduce the top tension for a short period of time awaiting 

the normal operational parameters to be reinstalled.

A preventive measure is to reduce the top tension for a short period of time awaiting 

the normal operational parameters to be reinstalled.

tioning of the drilling unit but keeping under control the lower angle of the riser column. 

The resulted position is meant to keep under control all parameters which may impact 

the vertical positioning of the riser column which is in fact the mission of the riser man

agement system.

According with aforementioned it is obvious that old methods for keeping the drilling 

very deep waters without the support of an advanced raiser management system which 

automatically adjust all operational parameters in order to maintain the integrity of the 

characteristics as well as the quality of the cement job for the upper section of the well, 

cause damages to the drilling equipment as well as increasing the cyclic loads over the 

by means of the horizontal movement of the drilling unit but also is related with the stroke 

of the telescopic joint.

nario has to be taken in to consideration.

trough the positioning system of the drilling unit. Any uncontrolled movement generated 

by the environmental conditions can generate additional stress over the riser column and 

these excessive loads, will impact the tensioning system as well.

ing of the drilling unit under control within the operational parameters established before 

starting the drilling program and especially design for a given location with an adequate 

top tension and this is the big challenge.
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Over the past few years, commercial pressures have come together in something of 

a perfect storm, so, oil and gas operators are oriented for very deep waters in a bid to

sustain production, which equates to higher operating pressures and larger diameter pipe.

However, adding more steel can be expensive and, with the days of long over, it is

was a couple of years ago.

This article proposes an analysis over the operational conditions encountered dur

ing drilling operations. The analysis refers to those factors which are impacting the riser 

column stability during operations. The results of these factors over the riser column are 

called riser mechanics. Thus, the objective of the work analyse to which extent the riser 

results in this regard for drilling in very deep waters. 

The riser column is a complex construction aimed to ensure the connection between

the well head and the drilling unit. Evident and, the functions of this assembly are com

plex and are not limited only to ensure the space necessary for cuttings removal from

the well. As the water depth increases, the working conditions of this assembly becomes

challenging due to the complex forces and extreme environmental conditions which are 

impacting the operational mode as well as the stability.

ite materials, we can reset this pattern, entering a design cycle of positive optimization.

Reducing pipe weight means we can load larger volumes on each reel, with fewer vessel

transits to port required during an installation campaign.

This paradigm shift also allows the reduction, or in some cases elimination, of buoy

lifetime is acknowledged and becoming universally accepted.

production systems. They are subject to extreme temperatures, pressures, physical stresses 
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is highly versatile, in some circumstances it is the only suitable technology available.
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